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Abstract This paper tests and analyzes the working capability of a resistive superconducting fault

current limiter (SFCL) in a microgrid. The microgrid is a test-bed, consisting of a conventional

power plant, two renewable energy sources in the form of wind-farm and solar-farm as two dis-

tributed generation (DG) units and five loads (i.e., industrial and domestic). Utilization of DG in

mainstream is increasing and hence, various consequences that arise from DG penetration are to

be considered accordingly. It is observed that DG penetration in existing distribution alters the fault

current during a grid disturbance and hence imbalances the system. Based on this, the research

work focuses on contribution of fault current from renewable energy sources in a microgrid, and

how resistive SFCL offers positive result in minimizing the fault levels. The test-bed is modeled

in MATLAB/Simulink, and simulation results are presented to show the effectiveness of resistive

SFCL during various fault conditions.
� 2015 Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In recent years, the demand for clean sustainable energy

sources has increased significantly due to the increased concern
over global climate change. Apparently, during the last decade,
researchers have presented the need of integrating renewable

energy sources such as wind, solar and tidal in many reviewed
literatures [1–5]. Recently, the plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
(PHEVs), because of high fuel-economy and low pollution
emissions, are considered as another source of renewable
energy that can be integrated into the main grid network [6].
But one of the considerable problems with the renewable
energy sources is integrating them into the larger power grid.

One of the recommended methods is to have the DG units,
i.e., renewable energy sources in this case, integrated into a
microgrid. In fact, the microgrid concept has initiated the

installation of a large number of DG units in the last decade,
and the trend is expected to increase in the near future.

In today’s distribution networks, microgrid may or may not

be connected with the main grid network, but the need to inte-
grate various kinds of DG units and loads with safety needs to
be satisfied [7]. This is because the increase in load demand and

introduction of new generating facilities by independent power
producers have resulted in increase of fault current over duty
on the existing power system protective equipment. With the
rapid development of DG sources and its increased capacity,

it is observed that during a fault the level of the associated
short-circuit current increases in the distribution system which
.doi.org/
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has been reported in many reviewed literatures [8–10]. Thus, it
is evident that the presence of DG unit provides an additional
contribution to the fault level, and the embedded nature of the

DG makes the fault current calculations more complex. In
other words, it can be said that the increase in fault current
levels is due to natural growth in demand, increased presence

of DG units, and increased network interconnection. As stated
in [7], there are few considerable threats that are expected by
the direct connection of DG units with the main grid network.

One is being the excessive increase in fault current, as dis-
cussed, and the other is islanding issue which is caused when
the DG unit provides power to fault network irrespective of
the fault in the grid network.

Discussing about protection scheme for microgrid, litera-
ture survey suggests that its design is one of the most challeng-
ing as well as crucial parts when compared to its control and

operation. Some of the recent practices are system observer
and minimum measurement set [11], network-based [12], dif-
ferential relays [13] and microprocessor based [14]. Lasseter

et al. [15] performed a test-bed study on microgrid protection
to distinguish between normal and fault operations. It can be
summed up that traditional protection schemes do not work

successfully in a microgrid, and some of the examples to sup-
port the statement are:

� Power flow in a microgrid is not always unidirectional

because it works in grid-connected as well as islanded mode.
In addition, the short-circuit current level is low during
islanded mode as compared to grid-connected mode.

� Rapid growth and expansion in the power generation result
in an increase in the fault levels and it crosses the rated
capacity of the existing circuit breakers/relays.

� Replacement or upgrading the existing traditional protec-
tion scheme due to such increasing fault levels imposes high
costs.

� Since the DG units are connected to microgrid via a con-
verter interface with limited fault-current feeding capabili-
ties, the traditional protection scheme of using fuses is no
longer applicable [16].

Thus, it is quite advantageous to introduce fault current
limiters which will lower the fault current so that the breakers

or traditional protection scheme operates without any damage.
Studies reveal that the development of superconducting fault
current limiter (SFCL) offers one of the most attractive alter-

natives to solve the fault current problems [17–19]. The instal-
lation of SFCLs in a power system is expected to help reduce
the fault current levels because of its ideal performance. In nor-
mal condition, the SFCL operates in superconducting state

and has negligible impedance. During the event of a fault,
there is a transition from superconducting to normal conduct-
ing state and thereby limiting the fault current [20].

This paper aims in successfully testing a 3-phase resistive
SFCL for a test-bed microgrid. In our studied test-bed, the
microgrid consists of a conventional power plant and two

DG units in the form of wind-farm and solar-farm. The
demand side of the studied microgrid consists of three indus-
trial and two domestic loads. In addition, the paper also

demonstrates the unique property of resistive SFCL operation,
i.e., first-cycle suppression of fault current, which is beneficial
for optimum power system operation. The test-bed is designed
Please cite this article in press as: Khuntia SR, Samantaray SR, Analysis of resist
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using MATLAB/Simulink and simulation results are presented
to support the design methodology.

2. Test-bed under study

A complete microgrid including generation, transmission and
distribution units is modeled in MATLAB/Simulink using

the SimPowerSystems toolbox and used to analyze the behav-
ior, performance and fault-response of a three-phase resistive
SFCL. The modeled test-bed is depicted in Fig. 1 which

includes a hydraulic unit as primary generation unit, a wind
and solar-farm as two DG units along with two high-power
industrial and three low-power domestic loads. The system

performance is analyzed for single-phase-to-ground fault that
is quite common in distribution system. In addition, sim-
ulation results are also shown for other faulted conditions to

show the robustness of designed resistive SFCL.
The generation unit consists of a 47 MVA, 13.8 kV, 60 Hz

hydraulic generating unit, connected to a 16 km long double-
circuit transmission line through a three-phase 13.8 kV dis-

tributed-parameters transmission line and a step-up trans-
former. The generator and transmission line parameters are
given in Table 2. The list of parameters used appears in the

default options of SimPowerSystems in the user’s manual
[21]. Both the wind and solar farm are coupled with the micro-
grid using rated transformers, hence injecting power to the dis-

tribution network. There are two types of loads in the test-bed.
One set is the two high-power industrial loads of 10 MW and
5 MW, and other set is the three low-power domestic loads of
2 MW each. The fault and SFCL locations are depicted in

Fig. 1. The three fault locations are marked as F1, F2 and
F3, while the SFCL location is marked as B1, B2, B3 and B4.

The wind-farm modeling is based on the Hydro-Quebec

Type-IV model [22] in which the wind power is converted to
electrical power by a synchronous generator. The power con-
version goes through an ac–dc–ac power converter, which con-

sists of a diode rectifier, a dc–dc boost converter and a grid-
side converter. In this type of modeling, the grid-side converter
acts as an inverter. And, its control system regulates the reac-

tive power associated as well as the speed of the wind turbine.
The dc–dc boost converter governs the voltage of the dc-link
capacitor while maintaining the speed at 1 p.u. In the type-
IV modeling, a pitch control is used to limit the extracted

power to its rated value. Moreover, the property of extracting
maximum power from winds for low wind speeds by optimiz-
ing the turbine speed is an added advantage in this model. This

is feasible because the power captured by wind turbine is trans-
mitted to the drive train, which is modeled as a two-mass sys-
tem, and during this process the mechanical power is converted

to electrical power with the help of synchronous generator.
For our study, a 10 MW wind-farm is considered. It consists
of five wind-farms each of 2 MW, coupled to the microgrid
through a 3 km 25 kV feeder. A constant wind-speed of

15 m/s is considered. The parameter for wind-farm design
has been taken from [22] and an example of our studied model
is available online [23]. The wind-farm has been modeled with

larger time period of 50 ls to obtain a faster simulation.
The solar-farm analyzed in our study consists of twenty

82 kW PV arrays feeding a power of 1.64 MW to the micro-

grid. Each array consists of 8 modules connected in series,
and each module has 50 strings in parallel, which results in a
ive SFCL in a test-bed microgrid, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://dx.doi.org/
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Figure 1 Test-bed under study.

Table 2 Description of various units in microgrid.

Unit Values (All data are in p.u. unless specified

otherwise)

Generator SB ¼ 47 MVA; H ¼ 3:7 s; VB ¼ 13:8 kV;

f ¼ 60 Hz; RS ¼ 2:8544e� 3; Xd ¼ 1:305;

X0d ¼ 0:296; X00d ¼ 0:252; Xq ¼ 0:474,

X0q ¼ 0:243; X00q ¼ 0:18; Td ¼ 1:01;

T0d ¼ 0:053 s; T00q0 ¼ 0:1 s

Transformers T=F1 : 47 MVA; 13:8=25 kV;

T=F2 : 12:5 MVA; 575V=25 kV;

T=F3 : 200 kV A; 260 V=25 kV

f ¼ 60 Hz;

R1 ¼ R2 ¼ 0:002; L1 ¼ 0; L2 ¼ 0:12; D1=Yg

connection,

Rm ¼ 500; Lm ¼ 500

Wind-farm 10 MW (5 · 2 MW), variable-speed

synchronous generator type

Solar-farm 1.64 MW (20 · 82 kW), 1000 W/m2 (Refer to

Table 1 for more details)

Transmission

lines

3� phase; f ¼ 60 Hz; R1 ¼ 0:02546 X=km;
R0 ¼ 0:3864 X=km; L1 ¼ 0:9337e� 3 H=km;
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peak power output of 82 kW. In our study, Kyocera-

KD205GX-LP modules are preferred because of their ideal
characteristics in grid-tie applications. A detailed overview of
the solar module and the datasheet is available online [24].
Table 1 can be referred for the manufacturer specification

for one module that is considered in our study. The solar array
is connected to the 25-kV distribution feeder via two DC–DC
boost converters that increase the voltage to 500 V DC and a

single three-phase voltage source converter (VSC) that con-
verts the 500 V DC to 260 V AC, hence maintaining the unity
power factor. The output of VSC is connected to a 20 kV AR

capacitor bank to filter out the harmonics. A three-phase cou-
pling transformer of rating 200 kV A 260V/25 kV is used to
integrate the solar-farm into the microgrid. In the proposed
study, case of shading is not considered. It is also assumed that

the panels are placed in an un-shaded area where they receive a
constant radiation of 1000 W/m2.

As in the wind-farm, the solar-farm has also been modeled

with larger time period of 50 ls to obtain a faster simulation.
Such a system is attained by the dynamic modeling of the con-
verters where they are modeled by equivalent voltage sources

generating the AC voltage averaged over one cycle of the
switching frequency. ‘‘Perturb and Observe’’ technique is used
Table 1 Manufacturer specification for one solar module.

Specification at STC: irradiation 1000 W/m2, AM 1.5 spectrum, cell

temperature 25 �C

Maximum power 205 W (+5%/�5%)

Maximum power voltage 26.6 V

Maximum power current 7.71 A

Open circuit voltage 33.2 V

Short circuit current 8.36 A

Max system voltage 600 V

Number of cells per module 54

L0 ¼ 4:1264e� 3 H=km;

C1 ¼ 12:74e� 9 F=km;C0 ¼ 7:751e� 9 F=km

Conventional power plant to

Bus1

3 km

Bus1 to Bus2 5 km

Bus2 to Bus3 5 km

Bus3 to wind-farm 3 km

Intersection point of Bus1 and

Bus2

2.5 km from

B1

Intersection point to Bus4 6 km

Bus4 to solar-farm 3 km

Bus4 to domestic loads 4 km

Industrial loads 10 MW, 5 MW

Domestic loads 2 MW, 2 MW, 2 MW

Please cite this article in press as: Khuntia SR, Samantaray SR, Analysis of resistive SFCL in a test-bed microgrid, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://dx.doi.org/
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Table 3 Summary of SFCL model parameters.

Parameter description Symbol Value

Length of superconductor (m) ISC 250

Width of superconductor (mm) wSC 90

Thickness of superconductor (mm) tSC 0.12

Ambient temperature for the superconductor

(temperature of the cooling reservoir) (K)

TA 77

Superconductor critical temperature (K) Tc 95

Superconductor region exponent at 77 K

(dimensionless)

a
(77 K)

7

Flux-flow region exponent (dimensionless) b 4

Critical current density at 77 K (A/m2) Jc (77 K) 1.5e7

Electric field at transition from

superconducting state to flux-flow regime

(V/m)

E0 0.1

Normal conducting state resistivity (O m) q 7e�6
Coefficient for heat transfer to cooling

reservoir (W/(K m2))

r 1.5e3

Superconductor volumetric specific heat

(J/(K m3))

cv 1.5e6
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for MPPT control [25]. The MPPT algorithm is implemented
in the form of MATLAB function, which contains an algebraic
loop. In fact, the use of algebraic loop is essential to get an

iterative and accurate output when large sample time is used
[26], as in our studied test case.

3. Resistive SFCL modeling

Superconducting fault-current limiter (SFCL) is one of the
most important innovations in the field of fault current lim-

itation in recent times. SFCL has good characteristics to con-
trol the fault-current levels due to their variable impedance in
normal and fault condition. The property of reducing the fault

current level within the first cycle of fault current or also called
the first-cycle suppression of fault current is the greatest
advantage of SFCL [27]. However, it can be argued that the

inverter control can also limit immediately and to extremely
lower current value where the inverter-based DG is famous.
But, one of the major drawbacks of such an arrangement is
low thermal overload capability of inverters that limits typi-

cally to 2–3 times the rated current. Hence, inverters prove
to be inefficient for use in islanded operation of microgrid [28].

Based on the fault current limiting impedance, SFCL can

be broadly classified as L-types (inductive) and R-types (resis-
tive). In our study, resistive SFCL is considered because of its
advantages over inductive SFCL [29]:

� Resistive SFCL is the simplest and most obvious form of
SFCL, because the superconductors are electrically in series
with the phase conductors.

� Resistive SFCL is considered to be fail-safe.
� Compared to inductive SFCL that requires iron, hence big-
ger, heavier and iron loss, resistive SFCL does not have any

such disadvantages.
� Resistive SFCL operates on the principle that passing a cur-
rent, which is greater than the superconductor’s rated criti-

cal current through a superconducting wire initiates
‘‘quenching’’ and results in a transition to a resistive state.
In other words, resistive type SFCL is based on quenching

process, which means the transition from superconducting
to normal state. Thus, there are virtually no electrical losses
in the SFCL during normal operation. But, the supercon-
ductors may experience AC losses if carrying AC. SFCL,

in general, is not restricted to a single current limiting
operation, but usually requires a recovery period after
operation, ranging from several seconds to several minutes,

during which the element is cooled until it returns to its
superconducting state.

For our study, a simulation model for the resistive SFCL
is proposed. The model is based on the electric field–
current density (E–J) characteristics of High-Temperature
Superconductors (HTS). HTS materials have been of interest

lately, because of their low refrigeration cost [17]. And, this
has helped in the recent commercialization of SFCL. In our
study, the resistance characteristic of a realistic SFCL model

is designed based on the following [30,31]:

1. Modeling each phase of SFCL independently: In the studied

three-phase power system, the SFCL is modeled for each
phase, in order to operate them independently during
Please cite this article in press as: Khuntia SR, Samantaray SR, Analysis of resist
10.1016/j.asej.2015.02.015
unbalanced system faults that are common in distribution

systems. Hence, the overall system can be evaluated for
all fault types at different locations by modeling the
independent operation of each phase.

2. Modeling a reliable SFCL: The resistive SFCL model is able
to execute without excessively long simulation times. The
model is reliable with respect to different fault scenarios,
and also models the effects of different fault durations, dif-

ferent times of fault occurrences, and different fault current
magnitudes.

3. SFCL dimensions: The dimensions of the superconducting

wires must be known, and are given in Table 3 [31].

The resistive SFCL has been modeled on Bi2212 material

using the equations in [20] which has been designed and imple-
mented in MATLAB/Simulink in [30], and the same concept is
used in our study. The Bi2212 superconductor has three states:
flux-creep (superconducting), flux-flow state, and normal

(resistive) state. The relation between electric field (E) and cur-
rent density (J) for these three states is shown in Fig. 2 and the
respective equations are noted below. In the flux-creep state,

the high temperature superconductor is considered as an extre-
mely low ohmic resistor. And, the corresponding equation is

Eð1ÞðJ;TÞ ¼ Ec

J

JcðTÞ

� �aðTÞ

ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), the critical current density (Jc) is defined at criti-

cal electrical field (Ec) = 1 lV/cm. The exponent a(T) is given
by

aðTÞ ¼ max½b; a0ðTÞ� ð2Þ

where

a0ðTÞ ¼ logðE0=EcÞ
log Jcð77KÞ

JcðTÞ
ð1�1=bÞ� �

ðE0

Ec
Þ1=að77KÞ

h i ð3Þ

In the flux-flow state, the electric field E increases with the

current density by an exponential power law, and is given by
ive SFCL in a test-bed microgrid, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://dx.doi.org/
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Figure 2 Current–voltage characteristic [14] and the three-states

of the resistive SFCL.
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EðJ;TÞaðJ=JcÞn ð4Þ

Eð2ÞðJ;TÞ ¼ E0

Ec

E0

� �b=að77 KÞ
Jcð77 KÞ

Jc

J

Jcð77 KÞ

� �b

ð5Þ

And in the normal state, at higher densities, the supercon-
ductor changes their state to ohmic conductor, and hence
called the resistive state. During this state, the electric field is

proportional to the current and is given by

Eð3ÞðJ;TÞ ¼ qðTcÞ
T

Tc

J ð6Þ

where q is the specific resistivity in normal state and Jc is the
critical current density of the high temperature

superconductor.

4. Simulation results

The test-bed microgrid, shown in Fig. 1, is designed and imple-
mented in MATLAB/Simulink using the SimPowerSystems
toolbox [21]. Comparing with other simulation software such

as PSpice or EMTP, MATLAB/Simulink has number of
advantages such as open architecture, a powerful graphical
user interface and versatile analysis and graphic tools [32].
The modeled microgrid is designed by integrating the dis-

tribution network with a 10 MW wind-farm [21] and a
1.64 MW solar-farm, and the Simulink representation is
shown in Fig. 3.

The paper presents feasibility analysis of a microgrid with
DG units in the form of wind and solar-farm when exposed
to various fault conditions. In Fig. 1, the three fault locations

are marked as F1, F2, F3 and the SFCL location is fixed at B1.
The fault conditions considered in our study are three-phase-
to-ground fault (L–L–L–G), single phase-to-ground fault

(L–G) and the most severe three-phase fault (L–L–L). The
SFCL location is fixed as shown in Fig. 1 but the fault loca-
tions are varied. An SFCL may be effective at several locations
in the power system [33], but this paper concentrates on the
Please cite this article in press as: Khuntia SR, Samantaray SR, Analysis of resisti
10.1016/j.asej.2015.02.015
analysis of fault levels when DG units in the form of wind
and solar-farm are integrated into a microgrid.

Initial tests are performed on the designed microgrid with-

out the resistive SFCL. The first fault case in our study is the
three-phase-to-ground fault, which is triggered at 0.04 s for a
period of 0.03 s, and the corresponding current waveform is

shown in Fig. 4. As seen in the figure, the fault current soars
high when exposed to different fault conditions that are extre-
mely severe for any electrical system.

The distorted current waveform at approximately 0.042 s in
Fig. 5 illustrates that the fault current has been successfully
limited from the prospective peak instantaneous value of
703.6 A. It also demonstrates how SFCL successfully limits

the fault current during the first cycle of its operation. When
a superconductor in a resistive SFCL quenches during a fault,
its temperature is raised above the critical temperature thresh-

old (Tc) due to the energy dissipated during the fault. To re-en-
ter the superconducting state, a cryogenic system must cool the
superconductor below the critical temperature. This recovery

period may take up to several minutes [33], as shown in
Fig. 6. This is a significant problem because the SFCL is
inoperable during this period.

The authors of [34,35] propose a solution using the flux-
flow state exhibited by Type-II superconductors. If the fault
current exceeds the critical current and the temperature
remains below the critical temperature, the superconductor

exhibits a small resistance. Therefore, an SFCL can limit cur-
rent during abnormally high current flow, but can return to
normal operation immediately after the fault is cleared. And,

hence no recovery period is necessary. However, a relatively
large, and expensive, volume of superconductor (and the asso-
ciated cooling system) is needed, and the AC losses will be

greater. Ref. [33] estimates the volume of superconductor
required for a given fault current reduction performance for
a resistive SFCL to provide this behavior. This type of device

fits into the ‘‘constant temperature’’ classification of SFCL as
suggested by [36]. It will require careful design of the fault cur-
rent parameter and energy dissipation for each situation. But
the authors do not mention issues regarding multiple faults,

or faults that are not cleared quickly. In such cases, the tem-
perature may exceed the critical temperature, thus forcing a
recovery period.

From our study, it is observed that the recovery period is
significantly longer in this configuration due to the additional
I2R heating in the superconductor during recovery. The solu-

tion to this issue as cited in [36] is to install two SFCLs in par-
allel. This facilitates the second SFCL to switch into the circuit
while the first SFCL recovers following a quench. Assuming
the switching can occur fast enough, the fault level is not com-

promised during the recovery period (see Figs. 7–9).
To check the robustness of modeled SFCL, the system is

tested for a less severe single-phase-to-ground fault for dura-

tion of 0.02 s. It is observed that the fault level is high for such
a short duration. When the fault current values are compared
in presence and absence of SFCL for the three-phase-to-

ground fault, it is observed that the fault current after the
use of SFCL is lowered significantly to a greater extent when
compared with the previous case results.

The SFCL parameters remain the same during both the
cases. Each SFCL location strategy has been tested with a
quenched SFCL resistance of 0.2 O, for fault at the 25 kV
bus-tie. Ideally, the resistance of an SFCL should be chosen
ve SFCL in a test-bed microgrid, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://dx.doi.org/
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Figure 3 MATLAB/Simulink representation of studied test-bed microgrid.

Figure 4 Current response during a L–L–L–G fault.
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to limit the fault current as much as possible. This benefits the
electrical system through reduction in the potentially dama-

ging effects of high fault currents, the primary purpose of an
Please cite this article in press as: Khuntia SR, Samantaray SR, Analysis of resist
10.1016/j.asej.2015.02.015
SFCL, but a higher level of fault current limitation has the
consequence of shortening the recovery time of the SFCL by

reducing the energy dissipated in the superconductors.
ive SFCL in a test-bed microgrid, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://dx.doi.org/
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Figure 5 Three-phase current response showing the principle of SFCL operation during a L–L fault.

Figure 6 SFCL resistance showing the different states.

Figure 7 Current response during a L–G fault.
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Considering the worst-case scenario, the system is analyzed
for a three-phase fault. Fault timing considered is the same as
for single-phase-to-ground fault. The results were very impos-

ing. Since this type of fault is a serious threat to the system, it is
evident that the fault current without SFCL is very high, close
to 900 A. And, at the same time SFCL proved to be very effec-

tive in lowering the fault current. The SFCL drastically low-
ered the fault current to almost half value, nearly 450 A.
Please cite this article in press as: Khuntia SR, Samantaray SR, Analysis of resisti
10.1016/j.asej.2015.02.015
From the various fault condition results, it is observed that
the fault current is very high when there are simultaneous
faults at F1, F2 and F3.When the fault is cleared at 0.02–

0.03 s after occurrence, each phase of the SFCL takes between
0.02 s and 0.04 s to drop below Tc, which is very quick. This
SFCL design corresponds to the ‘‘slow heating’’ category

described in [20] because the quench time of SFCL is in the
order of 10 ms. In Fig. 4, although the fault duration is from
ve SFCL in a test-bed microgrid, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://dx.doi.org/
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Figure 8 Current response during a L–L–L fault.

Figure 9 Current response during various faults at F1, F2 and F3 with SFCL at B2.

Figure 10 Current response during various faults at F1, F2 and F3 with SFCL between B2 and B4.
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0.04 s to 0.07 s, perturbations are observed after the fault clear-

ance. And, these perturbations are due to the DG penetration.
However, it is more prevalent only in the case of three-phase-
to-ground fault and not in other cases because in other cases

the fault clearance overrides the transient state that causes
perturbation.

After testing the robustness of SFCL at B1, it is tested for

different fault conditions at location B4, i.e., close to solar-
Please cite this article in press as: Khuntia SR, Samantaray SR, Analysis of resist
10.1016/j.asej.2015.02.015
farm, and point of intersection of all generating units, i.e.,

between B2 and B4. Fault analysis shows the performance of
SFCL in limiting the fault current. The point of intersection
of all generating units is a crucial point where the DG units

are merged into the conventional power plant. From Fig. 10,
it is evident that simultaneous faults at F1, F2 and F3 prove
to be an extreme serious situation. Due to the presence of

DG units, it is realized that fault currents reach to a very high
ive SFCL in a test-bed microgrid, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://dx.doi.org/
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Table 4 Overview of SFCL performance.

Fault SFCL

location

Fault

location

Fault current

without SFCL (A)

Fault current

with SFCL (A)

L–L–

L–G

B1 F1, F2,

F3

149.1 126.7

B4 263.5 237.6

Between

B2 and B4

339.4 318.1

L–G B1 F1, F2,

F3

223.9 156.5

B4 231.7 174.6

Between

B2 and B4

217.2 181.3

L–L–

L

B1 F1, F2,

F3

769.4 411.6

B4 683.7 347.1

Between

B2 and B4

759.3 401.3
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limit of nearly 800 A. But the use of SFCL proves to be very
effective when it limits the fault current to nearly half of the

original fault current.
Table 4 compares the results for all studied cases and gives

a brief overview of how SFCL offers a breakthrough perfor-
mance in limiting the fault current to a great extent. It is

important to note that even in the presence of SFCL, the peak
fault current can still be very high, evident from the simulation
results, and this will stress the electrical system equipment.
5. Conclusion

An application of resistive SFCL in a microgrid is presented in

this paper. Resistive SFCL proves to be highly effective in
reducing prospective fault current in a microgrid. Another
advantage of using resistive SFCL is that they can be con-

nected directly in series to the line. Apparently, there are
trade-offs relating to the location and resistance sizing of the
SFCL. The reason for selecting the test location of SFCL

was explained in the article, i.e., testing the performance of
resistive SFCL during fault current injection from DG, and
more detailed study about the sizing is necessary depending
on SFCL usage. Another observation from the study is that

the recovery period associated with resistive SFCL leads to
several operational complications. Hence, some of the recom-
mended actions are:

1. SFCL must be isolated from the system soon after
quenching.

2. Resistive SFCL may not be suitable for use with auto-re-
close schemes.

3. And transformer inrush and other transients must be con-

sidered when installing an SFCL, to avoid operation of
the SFCL under these non-fault conditions.

4. Lastly, one of the important aspects in designing the resis-
tive SFCL for such a microgrid is that the fault level must

be sufficient to ensure that the prospective fault current
exceeds the critical current of SFCL in direction of fault
current.
Please cite this article in press as: Khuntia SR, Samantaray SR, Analysis of resisti
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